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T

he introduction of technology has
always been disruptive to industries
and companies that weren’t so well
equipped. The introduction of horsedrawn ploughs disrupted the agricultural
landscape in the 3rd and 4th centuries.
The mass deployment of machinery in
the 18th century triggered the Industrial
Revolution and changed the landscape of
commerce forever. Artisans slowly and
carefully making products by hand
couldn’t compete with the scale and
speed of output resulting from industrial
machinery.
Today, we use the term disruption
frequently in the conversation about
digital transformation.
As the CIO, leading your organisation
through the journey of digital
transformation and dealing with sources
of disruption is key to your role. To
achieve this, you have to understand what
disruption is, where it manifests and what
drives it so you can spot it coming in your
sector, and respond.
CIOs have long been expected to
evolve beyond a technology focus to
become more of a business executive.
As the CIO you’re expected to best
understand the intersection of technology
and business and where digitally-driven
players will impact. This is a watershed
moment for the CIO. Stay as you are
and focus on the legacy, or evolve to be
a business-focused, customer-centric
change leader – a transformer. The CIO
should use the threat of industry or
company disruption to evolve their role in
enforcing their place at the C Suite.
Not only does the CIO need to build the
right kind of alliances with the hierarchy
internally, but also get the culture correct
within the IT function, and work with
vendors to achieve your ambition.
Technology is, however, just an enabler,
any strategic initiatives aimed to bring
about disruption ultimately need to be
business focused and there must be a
benefit for your customer.

Disruption can come in the forms of new
international, quick-to-scale players entering
your established sector, with a different
business model, but looking to target your
audience and steal your market share. It could
be local startups who’ve eyed a gap in the
way that customers are served, or it could
come from your existing competitors who’ve
changed their models and approach. But best
still, disruption could come from within your
own organisation. Disrupting the way your
business operates, disrupting the products
you offer, disrupting how you serve customers
and hopefully disrupting your industry leaving
your competitors in your wake.
In this edition of Transformer, we look at the
issues, industries and elements CIOs should
consider and take cognisance of. We look at
areas that have been disrupted and have had
to adapt to survive. Technology and people
are constantly changing and for your business
to stay relevant it either needs to disrupt or be
disrupted.
I hope you find this edition useful and
informative.

Ulrike Weitz
Editor

To access the additional content
in our digital versions (iPad,
Android and/or PDF), scan the QR
code or visit books.itweb.co.za
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UNPACKING THE ‘D‘ WORD
Disruption has become one of the most used words in the business lexicon. What is it
and what should you be doing about it?
BY JAMES VAN DEN HEEVER | PHOTO: SUPPLIED

D

isruption – better known as disruptive
innovation – was first popularised in a hugely
influential article by Harvard Business School’s
Professor Clayton Christensen in 1995. It attempted
to formulate a theoretical framework for explaining
‘the failure of leading companies to stay at the top
of their industries when technologies or markets
change’.
The concept immediately caught on because
it pinpointed something that was increasingly
worrying businesses: the possibility that a new
competitor would radically reshape their industry
– or render it obsolete entirely. Fifteen years later,
Professor Christenson published a follow-up article,
‘What is disruptive innovation?’, that attempted to
refine the theory and rebut criticisms.
There is thus an academic argument about a
specific Theory of Disruptive Innovation, but also a
more general, practical discussion about innovation
and its potential for disruption – and what to do
about it.
THE THEORY OF DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION
Professor Christensen’s theory is intended to
describe how smaller companies challenge
incumbents successfully. He posits that this kind of
disruption occurs when the upstart establishes a
beach head in market segments overlooked by the
incumbent as it focuses on ‘sustaining innovation’
targeted at its most profitable customers.
If one sees every innovation as disruptive, or
misdiagnoses a genuine disruptor, he argues, one
may make hasty and costly wrong decisions.

4
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TechCrunch columnist Andy Rachleff
illustrates how useful the rigorous application
of the theory can be. His own startup,
Wealthfront, was developed to disrupt mutual
funds. Although it was a superior product,
it wasn’t disruptive and progress was slow.
Rereading Christensen showed him where he
had gone wrong: Wealthfront was attempting
to compete with incumbents for existing
clients. It found success when it repositioned
as a software-based financial advisor targeting
an unserved segment – young people unable
to afford traditional financial advisors’ high
minimum fees. Rachleff concluded that you
had to understand what disruption is in order
to be a disruptor.
LOOKING BEYOND THE THEORY
Looking beyond the theory and its application,
there’s clearly also a case for a more general
discussion about innovation and its potential
for disruption – something that’s especially
relevant for CIOs given the close association
between innovation, disruption and IT.
Arthur Goldstuck, CEO of World Wide Worx
and a regular commentator on technology and
business, says that disruption occurs when a
new player or technology causes a massive
shift in the structure of the market. He links the
concept back to Peter Drucker’s The Age of
Discontinuity, which identifies four major areas
of discontinuity underlying the radical changes
affecting society, politics and business.

“YOU SHOULDN’T
BE THINKING ABOUT
DISRUPTION BUT RATHER
ABOUT WHERE THE NEED IS,
HOW TO DELIVER BETTER
VALUE.”
Dr Jeff Chen, GIBS

“Disruption is a new way of seeing
discontinuity, and it’s often associated with
technology,” says Goldstuck. “The Industrial
Revolution, the Information Age, the Network
Age, the Fourth Industrial Revolution – all can be
linked to technological change.”
He argues that extreme disruption is
increasingly associated with platforms like Uber,
Airbnb and Facebook. Their disruptive potential is
largely located in what they can enable.
Jeff Chen, who teaches innovation at the
Gordon Institute of Business Science (GIBS),
agrees, arguing that innovation in itself isn’t
necessarily a passport to successful disruption.
Uber and Facebook were not first to market, but
became disruptors over time, particularly as their
value as platforms began to become evident;
Twitter only achieved success once SMSs had
accustomed consumers to short-form messaging.

Dr Jeff Chen, GIBS
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DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION
IS ABOUT MORE THAN THE
TECH
S

ince the invention of stone tools, human beings have
used technology to change the world around them.
Today, we are seeing a convergence happening between the
physical and digital worlds, and these changes are coming
faster than ever before.
Mariana Kruger, MTN Business says that disruption is a
term that the IT industry has used a lot over the past two
decades, but today’s technologies are not only disrupting
the way business operates, rather opening avenues for
completely different ways for people to live their lives. “The
most disruptive technology trend of 2018 isn’t a technology,
it’s an approach. New technologies are not just changing our
work and personal habits, they are disrupting entire industries,
influencing the design of cities, and impacting our social
lives. The use of these technologies is going to differentiate
successful organisations in the future,” she says.
“New innovations, from robotics and new materials to
logistics and sustainability, are impacting our industries
and our lives. Brand story, innovation, and time to market
have become vital in today’s rapidly changing business
environment, and the key for any company to thrive is to
build on the advantages of technologies such as Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and Internet of Things (IoT). Businesses who
either pioneer technology trends or adapt quickly will be the
winners over the next few years.”
Kruger adds that history has shown that the biggest
mistakes that were made in the past were wrapped up in
underestimating the potential for fast growth in our hyperconnected world. “From the famous quote about there not
being a market for more than five computers in the world
by the president of IBM in the 1940’s, to Bill Gates’ ambitious
prediction that spam would be solved by 2006, technology
has continued to evolve and permeate every aspect of
modern life at a much faster pace than anyone could have
predicted. This is only going to continue to increase.”
For example, Kruger says that while IoT is still relatively in
its infancy, it is already evolving to incorporate the potential
use of blockchain. Blockchain promises to make IoT devices
even more useful, creating a digital record across hundreds
or thousands of computers, vastly increasing the security of
IoT networks. “Combining IoT with blockchain can usher in
a whole host of new services and businesses. A benefit of
blockchain is that no individual or company owns or controls
it, allowing businesses to expand industrial applications
as well as develop innovative solutions for energy, trade,
healthcare, and so on, through one platform,” Kruger adds.

Mariana Kruger,
MTN Business

Similarly, AI has become the very heart of business
strategy. 2017 saw tech giants and start-ups alike focus on
an “AI first” strategy. Using the technology to automate
processes, reduce administrative tasks, and collect and
organise data, AI is enabling innovation across every
industry and sector, Kruger says.
“Gartner predicts the average person will have more
conversations with bots than with their spouse by 2020.
Whenever we call to make airline reservations or confirm
our bank account balances, we are seeing the future –
the use of natural language bots will expand from use as
automated customer service agents to becoming routine for
daily living. AI is not only disrupting customer service, but is
providing the foundation for smarter learning and education
systems, smarter healthcare, and autonomous cars, to name
a few.”
All of these disruptive technologies have one thing in
common, Kruger says: Connecting businesses, devices
and people to create efficiencies and solutions to common
problems. “The installation of smart sensors and the
application of data analytics are establishing the factories
of the future, today. The wider use of automated processes
powered by AI, advanced robotics, and IoT connectivity
will see the Fourth Industrial Revolution move into a higher
gear, with industries such as retail, health services, aviation,
financial services, and many others, fundamentally changing
their operating models.”
Today’s disruptive innovations rely on existing
infrastructure that puts most companies just a few clicks
from billions of consumers. This is one of the reasons
why the pace of change is increasing exponentially, and
why disruption is about more than just technology, she
adds. “The dictionary definition of technology is ‘methods,
systems, and devices which are the result of scientific
knowledge being used for practical purposes’. Over the next
few years, disruption will be driven as much by the methods
and systems as it is by the devices we associate with tech
disruption.”

Call us on 083 123 1800
mtnbusiness.com/za

| DEFINITION

“You need to be audacious to be a disruptor –
but you shouldn’t be thinking about disruption
but rather about where the need is, how to
deliver better value,” he says. He also makes
the valid point that a disruptive idea might fail
because it leaves customers too far behind;
customer education, he suggests, is an important
component of successful disruption.
Goldstuck also introduces the concept of
‘defensive disruption’, which sees an incumbent
company disrupt its own business model and that
of competitors in an effort either to create a new
market or reinvent the present one. An example
of this might be FNB’s free mobile banking service
aimed at the mass market or, looking further into
the past, Absa’s free email service.
Chen warns that defensive disruption has an
intrinsic danger of alienating existing customers.
Here again, customer education has a vital role to
play.

To end on a practical note, consider Chen’s
concept of innovation by bricolage. “Companies,
and CIOs especially, should not neglect the
bricolage technique of innovation, which uses
existing assets in an improvisatory way to create a
disruptive innovation, rather than beginning from
scratch,” Chen says. “CIOs are well positioned to
drive this kind of innovation because digital assets
are often able to be redeployed in novel ways,
provided they can build the right kind of alliances
with vendors and customers.”

Who are the leading disruptors?
Thinking about who today’s disruptors are – and why – can

INNOVATION AND THE CIO
Chen believes that while technology is usually
involved with disruptive innovation, leadership
and strategy are even more important. Companies
must be flexible, able to collaborate with other
companies, even competitors, and customers to
address complex challenges, especially as they are
likely to be a process rather than a single event.
It can be easy to fall into the error of
implementing new digital technologies in the
belief that this constitutes a business innovation,
warns Chen. This technology-first approach is
one that fails because it’s not business-focused.
Such projects are inevitably expensive because
they require large-scale implementation of new
technologies and subsequent re-engineering of
business processes.
“Confusing technological innovation and
disruption constitutes a major challenge for
companies. A key success factor in the age of
digital disruption is the ability to think critically
and come up with initiatives that are both likely to
succeed and will not adversely affect the balance
sheet if they fail,” he argues. “Success increasingly
means having the conceptual tools to identify
genuinely innovative ideas.”

help sharpen your focus on what disruption actually is.
Amazon: Initial attempts to disrupt publishing and
reading have morphed as it has evolved into a retail and
distribution platform – as evidenced by its headlong rush
into cloud services.
Facebook: Once seen as a disruptor of social interaction,
it’s becoming more of an influencer of opinion and a
marketing vehicle.
Google: Made its name as a disruptor of the search engine
market and thus of information generally, but its true
disruptor qualities are its disruption of advertising,
beginning with servicing the SME market. GoogleAds
is now eating into the advertising revenues of more
traditional real-world and online outlets.
Tesla: Professor Christensen argues that Tesla’s cars are
not a disruption, simply a technical innovation. But if it
does develop a way to store power generated by green
technologies efficiently, Tesla could disrupt multiple
industries.
Uber: Put the taxi industry on the back foot by making it
easier and safer to hire a ride, but it’s really disrupting
transport by shifting the profit away from those who can
spend the most on buying vehicles (i.e. those with capital)
to those who supply the transport service. Taxi drivers and
drivers in general have been slow to see the opportunity
here. Airbnb is doing the same in the hospitality industry.
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DISRUPT AND DIE
The endless cycle of ‘disrupt and change’ sees ideas flare up bright as the sun only to be
replaced with a brand-new supernova come Monday. Where has digital disruption hit
hardest in recent times?
BY TAMSIN OXFORD | PHOTO: SUPPLIED

T

ake a look back over the last few years. What
technologies, tools and everyday items have
completely disappeared from shelves, if not
memory? Remember the Encyclopaedia? How
about the VCR, bad daytime TV, having to watch
on PVR? What about paid-for email accounts or
phone buttons or the PDA? The list of things that
have been disrupted by genius, innovation and
invention are close to endless. But, what
industries have experienced the most disruption
and how?
“The paper industry has faced significant
disruption, in particular the graphic paper
industry,” says Jane Molony, executive director,
Paper Manufacturers Association of South Africa
(PAMSA). “These include newspapers, inserts,
supplements, A4 copy paper and printer paper,
book paper, envelopes, forms, writing pads, highquality magazines and annual reports. Once a
powerhouse for communication a few decades
ago, graphic paper has made way for electronic
media, electronic transactions, storage and email.”
Many print publications have folded away into
the annals of history, the accessibility and ubiquity
of electronic media pushing them aside. Many are
on the edge of collapse, desperately seeking out
new ways of generating revenue in a noisy and
busy digital world. For the paper industry, the shift
from high-gloss paper to less expensive papers
has been necessary to save costs and it has
gradually evolved to make small volume printing
more cost-effective for customers. Still, paper
mills have closed down and paper machines
decommissioned due to the decline in demand.
JAMMING THE SIGNAL
Another market that’s already been hit by
disruption as hard as guests at a bad wedding
with an enraged confetti machine is television. In
South Africa, the market is undergoing a seismic
shift. The arrival of services such as Netflix,

8
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alongside suddenly very usable connectivity, is
likely going to impact on pay TV service uptake
and adoption significantly.
In its latest interim results, DStv said it had
grown its subscriber base by 278 000 users since
September 2017, but it had also lost more than
100 000 premium subscribers in the last financial
year. The numbers vary according to different
reports, but it seems South African customers are
starting to recognise the value of stream versus
subscribe. Currently, debate rages over pay TV
regulations as MultiChoice argues its case to
ICASA. The results could see even more change.
“In the South African market, we can argue that
video streaming hasn’t been that disruptive to the
existing stranglehold,” says Peter Castleden, CEO,
IndieFin. “This is primarily because of legal issues
with distribution rights. If the international heavyhitters like Netflix could bring their fuller libraries
to this country, the disruption of the incumbents
would have been far more significant.”
Also, within the entertainment space, both
movie theatres and rentals are battling to
become relevant. While the occasional video
rental store remains totteringly upright in South
Africa, they have all but disappeared overseas.
In fact, many local businesses are disrupting too
little, too late – the services and rental times
offered by international counterparts’ years ago
are only now being offered to customers here.
Unfortunately, most have already decided to
move on to Netflix, Hulu, Apple Music, YouTube
and other, far easier solutions.
“One of the most pertinent disruptions is in
communications,” says Brett Terespolsky, CEO,
Switch Innovation. “First, the Post Office was
disrupted by email, then email was disrupted by
social media and instant messaging. This has had
a major impact on how people communicate and
I don’t believe we’ve responded in a suitable way
to these changes.”

“SOMETIMES, DIGITAL-BASED
BUSINESSES CAN RESULT IN
SIGNIFICANT DISRUPTION WHEN
VIEWED AS A PROPOSITION
THAT COMPLEMENTS EXISTING
DISTRIBUTION MODELS RATHER
THAN AIMING TO MAKE THEM
COMPLETELY REDUNDANT.”
Peter Castleden, Infiefin

Terespolsky also highlights another industry that’s
faced significant disruption, both here and overseas –
the travel industry. There are so many sites available to
get the best prices on packages, airfare and hotels et
al, there is little need to pay for a travel agent anymore.
This is further affected by the simplicity of one of the
greatest global disruptors, Airbnb. Stay at someone’s
house for a fraction of the cost at the touch of a button?
What more could anyone possibly want?

Jane Molony, PAMSA

SLOW TO CHANGE
Some industries, however, are only inching towards
their disruptive end. For Castleden, the financial
services industry has seen slower disruption due to
the complexities of the business and the legal and
regulatory processes that manage it.
“It’s amazing what simply isn’t possible in this space
because of legal reasons,” he adds. “It doesn’t mean
there aren’t players trying to disrupt the industry,
but it isn’t easy. Sometimes, digital-based businesses
can result in significant disruption when viewed as a
proposition that complements existing distribution
models rather than aiming to make them completely
redundant.”
Another industry that seems to be sidestepping
disruption while harvesting its benefits is farming. It
uses some of the latest and greatest technology, yet it
still uses some of the oldest methods in the world.
“Particularly in Africa, the internet has had no real
effect on farming,” says Terespolsky. “Farmers still
work on a ‘gut feeling’ that they won’t replace with
technology. I think the internet has a big place in
farming yet to be seen.”
It may seem that there are industries that remain free
from disruption right now, but it’s unlikely anyone is
escaping unscathed. The world is changing at too fast a
pace, demands are evolving at too great a rate, for any
market, product or industry to believe it’s invulnerable
to disruption. It may not be here yet, but it will be here
soon. Don’t rest on those ancient, traditional laurels,
they’re not going to support your weight.
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HOW TO RECOGNISE DIGITAL
DISRUPTION
Too many enterprises are lagging when it comes to embracing digital technology;
knowing how to recognise disruption is critical to future business success.
BY MONIQUE VERDUYN | PHOTO: SUPPLIED

D

ramatic changes are occurring in business,
with new technologies taking effect and
transforming industries as we know them. Digital
disruption can severely affect the growth of
certain industries, and may even destroy those
that don’t recognise when a revolutionary new
idea is taking hold.
SPOT THE DIGITAL PREDATOR
According to Forrester’s 2017 report, ‘Unleash Your
Digital Predator’, digital disruptors challenge your
business model as they engage your customers
in new ways. They can quickly win market share
and grow from startups to critical players in just a
few years.
The report highlights some eye-opening facts:
only three of the top ten firms on the Nasdaq
in 1999 were still in the top ten in 2015; in 2016,
PayPal processed $354 billion in payments; Netflix
now has 94 million subscribers, more than four
times as many as Comcast’s video customers; and
General Electric (GE) believes that digital business
will add $15.3 trillion to the world GDP by 2030.
“Unless your firm can learn to think and operate
like a disruptor, you won’t see the potential for
disruption until it hits your business. Your choice
is to evolve to become a disruptor yourself,
or watch your market share tumble,” says the
Forrester report.

10
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WHAT’S A CIO TO DO?
The CIO is expected to understand the technology
sector and the companies that are digitally
enabled to drive disruption. But how to spot them?
Ashley Strydom, CIO of hospital group Clinix
Health Group, says there’s currently a drive in
the private and public sectors towards the ‘third
wave’ of IT adoption – full digitisation of products,
channels, and processes, as well as advanced
analytics that will enable new operating models.
“In the past, the healthcare sector was slow to
adopt digital technologies, but this is changing
rapidly not only because of technology itself
evolving, but more so because we need to
strive for competitive advantage more than ever
before. There are factors within and outside of
the healthcare sector that are driving change,
including regulatory requirements, economics,
population demographics, cost and product
offerings.”
Strydom cites marketing strategist and author
of Reinventing Dell: The Innovation Imperative,
Heather Simmons, who says: “Those who disrupt
their industries change consumer behaviour,
alter economics, and transform lives.” In essence,
Strydom says, it’s the matching of industry needs
with innovative solutions that will drive change
and disrupt the equilibrium among incumbents in
healthcare.

“READING WIDELY
AND ATTENDING
INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCES ARE GREAT
WAYS TO GATHER A SENSE
OF WHAT THE FUTURE IS
GOING TO BRING.”

Ashley Strydom, Clinix

Steve Holyoake, Retail Capital

“Patient experience and quality of care are
two key value drivers in this industry. Any new
product offerings, services and value-adds are
possible disruptors, and new technologies are
being developed to solve business and medical
challenges. The utilisation of this technology in
practice is shaping the way healthcare is being
experienced. We can be certain that what we did
yesterday won’t be sufficient for tomorrow.”
INSPIRATION FROM NEW CUSTOMERS
Early detection of new trends requires you to be
watching and listening to the right things, says
Steve Holyoake, CIO of finance company Retail

Capital. “This means watching your own trends
in relation to prospect and customer behaviour.
Analytically, key metrics across the lifecycle
should indicate shifts in behaviour patterns.
“A key area to look at, for example, is early
engagements with potential new customers.
How do they engage and what are their
expectations? They may be first-time entrants
into your market, in which case they won’t
have any preconceived ideas, and the
engagement may therefore give you some
insight to emerging trends. Capturing this data
and the feedback so that it can be analysed is
first prize.”
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Holyoake says his organisation’s source of
new prospects has diversified considerably in the
digital age, thanks largely to the emergence of
social media. “Understanding the shifting trends
and patterns on these platforms requires analysis
that takes into account a view of both behavioural
preferences and response to our own marketing
activities. It’s more than a simple quantitative
analysis. Often these initial contacts are enquiries
and are best served by an immediate call back.
This presents an ideal opportunity to gather more
detailed knowledge about the reasons behind
the behavioural choices made by the prospect.
Alternatively, dip-stick type surveys can be
undertaken to gain more information.”
If your business has access to large volumes
of transactional customer data, he adds, these
can be a great source of evidence of behavioural
shifts. However, the aspects to watch for signs of
disruption may not be the same as the normal
metrics from the data used for the business
process.
“Retail Capital uses transactional data to make
lending decisions,” Holyoake says. “However, riskbased decision-making isn’t the only potential use
for the data acquired for this purpose. The data
can also be used to establish benchmarks, which
can indicate emerging industry or sectoral shifts,
for example, in consumers’ payment method
choices, such as credit card as opposed to mobile
payments. But anecdotal feedback can also be
valuable. Gathering information about competitor
activity changes will definitely be important in
monitoring shifts.”

in 2018’, sheds light on some findings that reflect
a troubling message of reluctance to change.
More than half of the companies surveyed said
they were transforming, and ‘a very confused’ 21%
believed they were finished. One firm said, ‘It’s a
war between old-school, technophobe leaders
and the technology innovation that represents a
completely different way of doing business.’
The report also concluded that any job that
can be automated will disappear. Moreover,
if you don’t automate away your own jobs, a
disruptor will do it first instead, thus changing the
economics of delivery. Technology, says Forrester,
will ultimately radically change every position in
your company.
Here’s a last bit of food for thought. The report
also found that in 37% of firms, CIOs lead the
transformation. “Sometimes a chief digital officer
is the best outside thinker, able to see what must
be done. But an enlightened CIO — a rare breed,
for sure — has the technology awareness and the
enterprise visibility to unify the changes you need
to make.”

What to look out for
Companies that are slow to initiate or respond to a
disruption, leave themselves vulnerable. It’s for this reason
that enterprises need to upgrade their tools, techniques
and criteria for recognising and responding to external

LESSONS ARE EVERYWHERE
Of course, it’s also important to keep abreast
of what’s happening elsewhere in the world,
especially in similar industry sectors. Although,
sometimes lessons can also be learnt from
entirely dis-similar industries too.
“Reading widely and attending international
conferences are great ways to gather a sense
of what the future is going to bring,” Holyoake
adds. “Collaboration and sharing of information
across functional silos can yield interesting
insights into the different sources people use to
gather information. Even sharing news items via a
WhatsApp management group, for example, can
be the spark that gets people to dig deeper.”
There’s no question that the willingness to
embrace change is key. A more recent Forrester
report, ‘The Sorry State of Digital Transformation

disruptions as well as initiating digital disruption,
according to Gartner.
Here are some points to ponder:
• Unlike a fad, such as Pokémon Go or Google Glass, a real
digital disruption will completely redefine the market’s
needs and potentially cause a significant change in the
industry. The impact of the iPad on notebook computers
and the success of Facetime as a mobile conferencing
application are good examples.
• To monitor external indicators beyond existing
competitors, look at shifting customer behaviour and
consumer trends, as many disruptions originate in the
consumer world.
• Pay attention to where venture capitalists are investing
and to disruptions in adjacent markets, and enlist data
scientists to help you mine the information for insights.
• Look to CMOs as they can offer insight into current
customer and market behaviour.
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WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE
STIRRING DISRUPTION?
We’re experiencing a higher rate of change today than ever before.
Which technologies are causing this and which are still to have their
day?
BY JAMES FRANCIS | PHOTO: SUPPLIED

A

s Bob Dylan put it so well, the times are
definitely changing. Inside his immortal
song, the folk singer advised that we should see
the waters are growing and we’d better start
swimming. But while he was postulating about
a social revolution of one kind, that song might
as well have been about today, arguably the
most dynamic, exciting and unnerving period
yet in human history.
Disruption has become a shorthand for
this change. Originally borrowed incorrectly
from Clayton M. Christensen’s book The
Innovator’s Dilemma, the word has undergone
a few changes. When it was evoked by
technologists a few years ago, it spoke of cosy
incumbents being crushed under the bootheel
of new competitors with much better ways to
accomplish the same outcome.
But this idea soon bankrupted itself: not
only was it hard to find simple examples of this
sweeping blow outside of Uber and Netflix, but
we all got tired of pointing out how Airbnb is
the world’s largest hotel chain without owning
any hotels. Hyperbole makes for great keynotes,
but isn’t all that useful for business guidance.
So disruption has come to take on a meaning
closer to the original word, as defined by the
Oxford dictionary: ‘Interrupt by causing a
disturbance or problem’ or ‘drastically alter or
destroy the structure of’. While enthusiastic
speakers urged companies to be the disruptors,
the truth is that disruption is a negative force
that can threaten existing processes. But it does
exist and is happening, thanks to a suite of
technologies that are encouraging new market
behaviours. So it’s important to always weigh
their impact. Let’s look at some of them and
where they stand at the moment.
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MATURE CLOUD
This needs absolutely no introduction: if there’s
an IT professional still vague on cloud, they will be
out of a job soon. Even vendors that traditionally
attacked cloud as a marginal idea have by now
changed their tune and are scrambling to catch
up. Cloud has been the ultimate disrupter, the
phalanx at the front of the army.
Large corporations are firmly in the cloud space,
using co-location hosting, software services,
hyperscale platform features and even cloud
on their own machines. Cloud is really an army
of different shock troops, such as virtualisation,
software-defined systems, containers and
microservices. One could argue that cloud is
a new way of thinking around systems design,
reinforced by real-world changes to how digital
technology is provisioned.
This was a difficult concept to explain a few
years ago, because not all of it was evident. The
fact that we can articulate cloud fairly easily
today speaks volumes of its maturity. As such, the
heady pioneering days may be coming to an end.
Forrester VP and principal analyst Dave Bartoletti
predicted as much, writing: “Don’t expect any new
global megaclouds. Cloud is consolidating, so
start planning now to mitigate lock-in risk.”
BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain is going to be a very big disruptive
force. Even when the concept was first
introduced, its potential was clear. Normally such
concepts would then languish for years until
somebody showed a use case that forced others
to look. Not with blockchain: financial institutions
had witnessed the lessons of other industries such
as entertainment and media. They moved swiftly
to spearhead blockchain development.

Timothy Stranex, Luno
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HYPERBOLE MAKES FOR GREAT KEYNOTES, BUT ISN’T ALL THAT USEFUL
FOR BUSINESS GUIDANCE.
Today, we’re seeing the emergence of
blockchain platforms. Instead of individual
companies building their own solutions, there’s
almost unprecedented collaboration inside
sectors to forge blockchain strategies. This makes
sense, since blockchain has to operate between
two different parties.
Such a platform approach is made possible
through the cloud, because it makes it both cheap
and easy to interact with the technology. Luno,
a local cryptocurrency startup, was able to build
its operations efficiently using the AWS cloud
environment. Its CTO, Timothy Stranex, does
warn, though, that the fast rise of blockchain is
encouraging its mythology:
“Blockchain is an exciting new technology
that holds enormous potential in the long run.
However, there’s a lot of hype and misinformation
surrounding it.”
3D PRINTING
If blockchain is an example of a technology that
left the gates before the race even started, 3D
printing has gone quite the other way. Several
years ago, as key patents on the technology
started to lapse, Chinese manufacturers
responded with cheaper machines that almost
anyone could afford. This burst a dam of
enthusiasm, flooding headlines everywhere.
Some predicted that manufacturing will become
localised, even home-grown, and we’d all create
the objects we desire. So much for the industrial
complex!
Those predictions ended up being damp squibs.
Even Chris Anderson, a huge advocate of the
so-called Maker movement, eventually conceded
that it wasn’t turning out how he expected. The
notion of a 3D printer on every desk, next to that
inkjet, never came to be. Yet this isn’t the fault
of the technology, but that classic mistake of a
solution without a problem. Use cases are still
the only things that put meaning to technology
and 3D printing got up to run before it even knew
why. Once our infatuation with it wore off, it
suddenly felt very alone.
But this makes it a very good time to revisit
the technology. Since prices have settled and
competition has consolidated, it’s much easier
to get a clear message from that industry and
apply them to current business environments.
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This is especially true for any manufacturing
business, says HP’s regional VP, Andre Bodson.
“If 3D printing is going to transform the global
manufacturing industry, it must surpass the
economics of traditional manufacturing. The
tangible economic benefits of 3D printing are
becoming reality,” he says.
DRONES
There are many technologies causing disruption
among businesses. But they have been doing so
for a much longer time than we give them credit
for. AI, in the guise of machine learning, has
been galvanising decades of automation, and the
much-hyped Internet of Things taps into a sensor
universe that has also been around for almost a
generation.
Drones are different. Though engineers have
toyed with remote-controlled vehicles since the
turn of the 20th century, modern drones were
born in the ‘70s in Israel. Eventually this military
technology transitioned into the commercial
world, again thanks to Chinese manufacturers
taking advantage of lapsed patents. And, as with
3D printing, a lot of hype soon threatened to
submerge the movement.
But use cases have flourished and even a
tightening regulatory environment has not
stifled drone adoption much. Drones are actually
being very disruptive, opening aviation services
to companies that wouldn’t normally consider
them before due to cost of complexity, says
RocketMine’s marketing assistant, Michelle van
Buuren.
“This trend is likely to continue. The need
for humans in the sky will decrease as the
technological capabilities increase and drones
are able to be used in increasingly more
applications.”
Disruption’s days as a buzzword are done.
It’s no longer exciting to speak of disrupting or
being disrupted. Many technologies have started
showing their tangible worth, making it clearer
what kind of business decisions they could be
affecting. Even though some, such as AI, continue
to defy clear definitions, and others, like virtual
reality, have come up far short of their ambitions,
the disruption trend reminds us not to take
technologies at face value. But once they do, be
ready to pounce.

| TOMORROW’S WORLD

COMING DISRUPTION
What are the emerging technologies that might – or might not – disrupt the world, and
South Africa?
BY JAMES FRANCIS | PHOTO VARIOUS

I

t’s hard to imagine today, but London was
once mostly a shantytown. The centre of
the city held strong to its ancient roots. But even
around the 1500s, when Shakespeare and his
actors wooed the city’s audiences, most of the
area outside London’s walls – marked by the
various famous gates – was a sprawl of informal
settlements.
Fast forward today and London is an
international metropolis facing very different
problems. But it’s also testament to how often
we forget to appreciate technology’s steady
influence on societies. As urbanisation reaches a
new dimension in the 21st century, these lessons
will show themselves again in a new era of
innovation.
There are numerous technologies to get excited
about, but how imminent are they really? Can we
expect vertical farms, genetic medicines and selfdriving cars to change South Africa imminently
or will there be a longer wait? Can they happen
at all?
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES
Autonomous vehicles, a.k.a. self-driving cars, are
all the rage. Technology companies are betting
big on this sector, while the vehicle industry is
scrambling to stay in step and not get locked out.
Enthusiasts talk of a world with few accidents and
little congestion, and critics are taking a wait-andsee approach.
This ambition has been given a blow when an
Uber vehicle crashed into and killed a pedestrian
on a quiet road. The first fatal accident possibly
caused by a self-driving vehicle and not due
to human error, it contributed to a somewhat
startling statistic: if you count every time a
human monitor had to take over control during
a test drive and reflect that to the number of
kilometres that self-driving cars are said to have
accumulated, the potential accident ratio far
outstrips that of humans. Self-driving cars aren’t
yet ready for primetime.

But even if they were, these autonomous cars
are mainly being tested on urban roads that
are well-marked and in good condition, not to
mention subject to specific driving behaviours.
Critics have said that such a vehicle would have
a much harder time in countries such as Italy,
Egypt or Nigeria, where traffic behaviour is very
different.
Writing on the company’s blog, Suzuki South
Africa’s national marketing and product planning
manager, Charl Grobler, cites several reasons why
autonomous vehicles aren’t yet a good fit for
this country. This includes the current need for
pristine road infrastructure.

Kobus Venter, Vertical Farming
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“South Africa has approximately 746 978
kilometres of roads, however, only 158 124
kilometres of this network is paved, according to
Wheels24. The rest of the roads are either gravel
or dirt roads in rural areas. Apart from the large
number of rural roads, the main roads in cities like
Johannesburg suffer from poor road conditions
(like potholes and lack of road markings) and
vandalism to road signs – all of which would
hinder a self-driven car’s ability to navigate. Apart
from the state of our roads, South Africa also has a
large number of unpredictable obstacles for drivers
to navigate. From taxis, to pedestrians, and even
livestock, there are hundreds of obstacles, that
would confuse self-driving cars,” he notes.
Another issue Grobler highlights is the impact
on employment: “Many of our citizens rely on
the transport industry for jobs (as truck drivers,
taxi and metered taxi drivers, bus drivers and so
on). Autonomous cars would lead to hundreds
of drivers being retrenched – compounding the
already dire unemployment problem.”
VERTICAL FARMS
Agriculture technologies, though, hold more
immediate relevance. Although South Africa is
not food insecure, it ranks low in terms of water
resources. Vertical farms rely on hydroponic
systems, but actually use substantially less water
than traditional farming methods – by some
measures as much as 80% less. It also doesn’t
require soil and as such can be contained in
relatively small areas that reach upwards.
But while the technology is well suited for the
country, it’s still in its early stages, says Kobus
Venter, CEO of Vertical Farming.
“It’s still new in South Africa and there’s definitely
a cost issue in setting up an indoor farm when
compared to traditional farming. But it’s definitely
here to stay. If you look at global trends, billions
are being put into these farms, partly as a response
to changing weather patterns.”
Part of the field called controlled-environment
agriculture (CEA), hydroponics were developed
decades ago. Yet only recently have costs come
down, especially in terms of lighting, which now
uses LEDs to get the same effect more cheaply
than traditional bulbs. It also scales. Venter’s
company has developed local products GROCUBE,
a hydroponic system in a shipping container, and
GROYUM, a pop-up hydroponics kit for home
users. But even more interesting, all of these are
entirely and competitively locally manufactured.
Combine this with South Africa’s agriculture
clout and it creates a promising sector where
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THESE AUTONOMOUS
CARS ARE MAINLY BEING
TESTED ON URBAN ROADS
THAT ARE WELL-MARKED
AND IN GOOD CONDITION,
NOT TO MENTION SUBJECT
TO SPECIFIC DRIVING
BEHAVIOURS.
the country could be a leader. But vertical farms
aren’t a reality here yet. The first step is to change
traditional farming mindsets on the value of
indoor and vertical farms, says Venter: “Locally
hydroponics is still seen as a new concept for
most of the people we consult with.”
PHARMACOGENOMICS
Another area that holds a lot of promise for South
Africa is pharmacogenomics. This is a fastemerging field where the impact of medications
on an individual’s genetics is studied and
appropriate medications are created for them.

On the one hand, this is often seen as a more
expensive, if highly effective, type of medical
treatment. In a country where most of the
population can barely gain access to basic
healthcare services, pharmacogenomics might
seem inappropriate. But there’s another aspect to
the science that’s actually incredibly relevant to
the subject.
In a paper entitled ‘Is there a role of
pharmacogenomics in Africa?’, published by
Cambridge University, its three authors comment
on the necessity for this field in Sub-Saharan
Africa. The main priority of pharmacogenomics
isn’t revolutionary drugs, but to expand our
understanding of the impact of medicines and
their relation to genetics. In this case, the bulk of
genetic data still tends to come from elsewhere.
The paper notes: “The most highlighted impact
of genomics is the inter-population variation,
particularly the African genomic diversity, which
could provide tools for improved understanding of
individual variability in disease and pharmacology.
Since most studies are carried out on non-African
populations, a smaller portion of the overall
human genome’s diversity is interrogated and
results from replication studies don’t always
concur.”

Simply put, research into African populations
will deepen understanding around disease
treatments. This firmly targets such scourges
as HIV and TB, and even lifestyle conditions
including cancer, diabetes and cardiovascular
diseases.
The momentum behind pharmacogenomics is
being created locally through several universities,
such as the University of Cape Town’s Division
of Human Genetics. There are also several
South African medical companies promoting
personalised medicines, suggesting a growing
industry.
Today, it’s relatively easy to access such
services, get a genetic analysis and then take
action. At present, these services are still
primarily marketed to doctors and other medical
professionals. But they’re not out of reach to
the ordinary citizen and, one day, might totally
redefine how we tackle healthcare on the
continent.
So when looking at future disruptions, South
Africa stands poised to benefit significantly. But
don’t be dazzled by the headline-grabbing ideas,
such as self-driving cars. If we look at what the
country does well or needs most, the disruptors
are ready and waiting.
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STICK OR TWIST
Without careful attention, the CIO will be relegated to the support engineer role again,
usurped by ambitious digital, strategy or cyber security executives. How can the CIO
use the threat of industry or company disruption to evolve their role and take a more
powerful seat at the table?
BY ADAM OXFORD | PHOTO: SUPPLIED
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ou should never set too much store by
end-of-year predictions in the tech industry,
but here’s one from a few years ago that’s
interesting to recall. Back in 2014, IDC’s influential
FutureScape raised the possibility that the
longstanding champion of IT budgets at board
level – the CIO – only had a half-decade left
before the role became subordinate to upstarts
like the chief digital officer or chief innovation
officer.
By 2020, IDC warned, 60% of CIOs would
be ‘supplanted...for the delivery of IT-enabled
products and digital services’.
Things haven’t quite worked out that way. The
CIO has proved a more resilient dinosaur than
expected, and possibly motivated by reports of
their impending demise, IT’s apex megafauna has
evolved into something more capable of surviving
the Industry 4.0 extinction event.
“What we’ve seen is that the CIO has become
far less of a tech and IT person, and more of a
business person who’s capable of understanding
the value that technology brings to the
enterprise,” says IDC’s associate VP for SubSaharan Africa, Mark Walker.
The role still means ‘keeping the lights on’,
Walker continues, but as a rule, the CIO remains
responsible for digital transformation and
innovation teams, on top of their traditional brief.
It’s not easy, though.
“You’re still doing things like managing suppliers
and keeping up with the latest developments,”
Walker says. “However, you also have to
understand what the business value is. How
does tech make agriculture better, or how does it
improve the bottom line for a mining company?”
REAL RESPONSIBILITY
Not all CIOs have a place on the board, however,
and that’s a missed opportunity, says Ryan Barlow,
CIO at technology company e4.
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“There are many discussions about where the
CIO should report,” Barlow says, “But I’m a big
advocate for having a seat at the board table. If
every company is an IT company now, as they
say, then IT has to be part of the decision-making
process.”
In many cases, the CIO still reports to the CFO,
and this is arguably a bigger challenge than who
has responsibility for digital services.
“Traditionally, the whole IT department was
seen as a cost centre supporting the business,”
Barlow says. “However, the CIO has to be part of
the strategy conversation about how to lead the
business.”
A good CIO can bring together all the subsets
of the technology role – the data officer and team,
the security officer and team and so on – and
break down silos for more integrated decisionmaking.
“It’s better at the board level if all these things
are represented efficiently.”
RISK AND COMPLIANCE
The other consideration, says IDC’s Walker, is
that with tightening regulations around business
technology, it makes sense to focus responsibility
for compliance and risk on the CIO. Whether it’s
legal or ethical decision-making around data
use, or controlling shadow IT, the CIO is in the
spotlight when things go wrong, and that will
bring yet more changes to the role.
“We have a corporate affairs office,” Walker
muses. “Do we need a technology affairs office,
too?”
There’s also an argument that keeping the CIO’s
role broad helps the bottom line. Lee Weldon,
managing VP for CIO Research at Gartner, says
that around ten percent of the companies that he
speaks to have a CDO in place, and as a rule, CIOs
are happy to split the role and responsibilities. But,
he adds, that proportion isn’t likely to rise.

“Five years ago, we definitely saw data needs
and the rise of roles like CDO filling the gap,”
Weldon says, “in some because the CIO wasn’t
business-savvy, in other cases because the CIO
was just busy. They needed someone to slot in
beside them to drive transformation.”
Today, however, Weldon agrees that the CIO
role has changed.
“In our most recent CIO Survey, we looked at
companies that are the top performers, classified
around effectiveness in executing strategy,
especially around digital strategy, and compared
them to average or trailing performers.
“In top-performing companies, CIOs are very
much taking on these responsibilities. Some 52%
of CIOs in top-performing companies have a CDO
role, 53% have innovation responsibility, and 23%
have a business strategy role.
“Compare that to typical performers, and only
40% of those CIOs have a CDO or transformation
role, and 38% have the innovation responsibility.”

Andrew Baker,
Barclays Africa

“THE CIO HAS TO BE
PART OF THE STRATEGY
CONVERSATION ABOUT
HOW TO LEAD THE
BUSINESS.”
Ryan Barlow, e4

TOE IN THE WATER
All these new responsibilities shouldn’t stop CIOs
from remaining engaged, says Andrew Baker, CTO
at Barclays Africa. Baker says that he still writes
code when he can, and was recently certified for
Ethereum and AWS.
For Baker, the blurring of technical and business
roles is an opportunity to improve internal culture,
a chance for people to share skills and knowledge
and constantly develop.
“Whatever the organisation chooses to call me,
I don’t really care,” Baker says, “I’m indifferent to
corporate hierarchy.”
That attitude is one he tries to instil in his
teams.
“Our people are more fixated on scaled learning
than the corporate ladder.”
Baker says that he aims for diversity in team
and technology, and adopts a ‘light’ management
style, encouraging people to be guided first and

foremost by what the customer needs
rather than their job description. It’s
something that he believes CIOs should
do as well.
“Historically, the CIO was a CFO, and
the best solution to most problems
was a 20-year outsourcing deal. I don’t
think that the people who signed those
contracts are in a good place now,”
Baker says. “It turns out that if you focus
on the customer, then the bottom line
follows. If you focus on the bottom line,
the customer runs away.”
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PREPARING YOUR TEAM FOR
CHANGE
Being part of the most rapidly evolving industry means technologists need leadership to
guide them through constant disruption.
BY CHANA BOUCHER | PHOTO: KAROLINA KOMENDERA
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or most CIOs, the biggest barrier to change
in their organisation is culture. This is according
to the findings from Gartner’s 2018 CIO Survey. Some
46% of respondents identified culture as a significant
hindrance to scaling digital transformation.
Peter du Plooy, CIO at Engen, believes IT staff
must be aligned to the high level of disruption that
technology enables. He says: “Every CIO should be
informing the IT teams of the business issues and
the potential of the technology to change markets.
This ensures alignment to the business strategies and
outcomes.”
But, what can a CIO do to adapt their team’s
culture to being one that’s prepared when it
happens? Gartner believes the answer lies in culture
hacking. In a recent report titled ‘The Art of Culture
Hacking’, analyst Mary Mesaglio writes that most
CIOs approach big change with large transformation
efforts. Research, however, shows that some
digital transformations are stalling, employees are
experiencing digital fatigue and the hoped-for culture
change isn’t materialising at the required pace.
She suggests CIOs complement transformation
efforts by hacking the team’s culture to create visible,
tangible change. “A culture hack is a small change
that exploits a single area where your culture is
vulnerable to change. Hacks are small, emotional,
immediate changes that have a big impact,” she says.
SEEING THE BIGGER PICTURE
Focusing on little improvements is one of the factors
contributing to the success of GetSmarter’s ‘highperforming’ IT team, according to CIO John Hill.
He says it’s more effective to innovate on a small
scale by finding a small win or doing something
slightly better. “Adding up the constant small pieces
of innovation has a much larger impact in the long
term as opposed to constantly being overwhelmed
by having to think about what the next big thing is,”
he says.
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But thinking small is not all it takes. Hill says his team
has a culture that “really cares about delivering
value and improving technology for stakeholders.”
This, he says, is more important than preparing for
disruption. “You can spend so much time on trying
to design for and anticipate disruption that you end
up not delivering value.” Hill says that constantly
anticipating disruption and trying to cater for it can
result in solutions that dilute value. That doesn’t
mean disruption is ignored, though. He adds: “We try
to follow the mantra that you should be able to fall
out of love with your idea quite readily. Sometimes
you can get caught up in holding onto an idea so
strongly that you aren’t willing to change it based on
new information coming in. We anticipate disruption
to the extent that we know that it’s highly likely that
the stuff we’re working on at the moment might not
be relevant in the future, but we don’t get so caught
up in it that it prevents us from actively pursuing
delivering that value in the short term.”
It was this thinking that smoothed the transition
process when GetSmarter was acquired by US
educational technology company 2U a year ago.
According to Hill, this brought about a significant
amount of change, particularly at a technology level.
“We were getting very close to deploying a new CRM
solution within the business pre-acquisition. Postacquisition, however, we made a decision to align
CRM strategies across the group. That’s one of those
times when we had to fall out of love with our idea.”
He says teams that had invested months of energy
into the project had to take a step back, understand
that strategically they had to re-assess and start the
CRM process from scratch to align with the global
CRM strategy. “I was very proud of my team’s ability
to understand and contextualise, to have a moment
to grieve for the loss of our project and then start
afresh with new energy and successfully deliver an
implementation.” The team changed CRM strategies
and deployed after a six-month process.

“WE TRY TO FOLLOW THE MANTRA
THAT YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO FALL
OUT OF LOVE WITH YOUR IDEA QUITE
READILY.”
John Hill, GetSmarter

An important aspect of IT culture for Du Plooy
is an understanding of the urgency of getting
things done in these times of short delivery cycles
and high customer expectations. “IT staff need
to go the extra mile to deliver on initiatives that
transform and grow the organisation.” However, he
points out that IT shouldn’t be alone in anticipating
and embracing disruption.
TRIED AND TESTED METHODS
Over the years, CIOs have experimented with
various software development methodologies, of
which some play a role in building team culture.
GetSmarter has implemented Agile for close to six
years now. “The key for us is that we deliver value
incrementally as far as possible. Agile is becoming
less of a software development methodology; in
my mind, it’s a business value methodology,” Hill
adds.
“We make sure people are open to the idea
that change is going to happen and that it’s okay.
How do we architect our ecosystem to be able to
plug out components, plug in new components,
change technologies readily without breaking the
entire ecosystem? It’s in the design of how we
actually deliver work, how we’re responsive and
that ties into the Agile methodology quite nicely,”
says Hill.
Engen adopted Agile for its application
development and Six Sigma across its IT team.
According to Du Plooy, results have been lower
than expected as delivery cycles are often longer
than expected and the overall journey takes longer.
However, he adds: “An Agile mindset and focus is
needed to operate in these times of high potential
disruption with short delivery and lead times.”
Rather, Design Thinking has proved to be a key
component of organisational change for Engen.
Du Plooy explains: “New business outcomes are
facilitated in a more creative way during Design
Thinking workshops and with the right facilitation,
it identifies new initiatives that match the strategy
and focus areas of the organisation.”
Du Plooy says many employees are too busy
with operational issues to be innovative. “Identify
those that have an ability to express innovatively

Peter du Plooy,
Engen

and bring them into settings where they can free
form innovation and identify opportunities,” he
suggests, adding that this setting is where Design
Thinking is applicable.
Hill says GetSmarter prefers prototyping
towards a longer-term vision as opposed to
just doing explorative thinking. “We have fairly
well-defined long-term views of what we want
to create at GetSmarter, what we want our
customers to experience. We’ll be experimental
in how we achieve that, but don’t do too much
experimentation of that vision itself as it is fairly
well-defined,” he adds.

Agile culture hacks
Gartner’s 2018 report ‘The Art of Culture
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hear something along the lines of

can make a project less IT-centric.

‘let’s table that decision for another

E.g. The Double-Our-Margins or Cost

time’ to avoid unproductive meetings

Redux projects.
2. Opt-in teams: Instead of selecting

that make little or no progress.
5. Don’t prescribe the process: Give

project team members (who may be

people a problem and guide them with

mismatched if they aren’t enthused by

some principles, but allow them to

the work), allow people to opt in.

solve it in their own way.
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ARCHITECTURE FOR A DIGITAL
WORLD
As the pace of digital transformation increases, so CIOs find themselves facing
a quandary with regard to how they should futureproof their architecture and
infrastructure.
BY RODNEY WEIDEMANN | PHOTO: SUPPLIED

W ith the massive disruption digital
transformation is causing, the modern CIO
clearly needs to be capable of anticipating how such
seismic shifts will impact on IT operations. Moreover,
anticipating is only the first step; the architecture and
infrastructure need to be capable of responding to
this disruption.
But what form should such a response take, and
how quickly can it be put into action?
According to Mmakgosi Mosupi, CIO at Dark
Fibre Africa, digitalisation has resulted in distinct
experiences that customers have begun to expect
as standard. Those businesses that don’t offer these
experiences lag behind and so cause frustration for
customers who find it harder to do business.
“The CIO’s focus, therefore, needs to be on gearing
up the enterprise’s IT operations, architecture and
infrastructure, as a way to support these customer
experiences and the ongoing changes in customers’
expectations,” she says.
“The speed and extent of a company’s digital
transformation, and how quickly it can respond
to business and market requirements, are largely
dependent on whether its backbone infrastructure
and systems are geared to support innovation.”
Ultimately, continues Mosupi, the CIO should be
looking to infrastructure and architecture solutions
that are scalable and adaptable enough to support
the organisation’s business growth and digital
transformation strategy.
“There are certainly many benefits to
hosting infrastructure in the cloud that make
it an ideal solution for CIOs looking to expand
their organisation’s IT capability. This includes
considerably lower upfront costs, improved
scalability and flexibility, as well as better disaster
recovery.
“Depending on the solution, the company can,
to a large extent, still retain control of its systems
and processes. This should be directed by business
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objectives and future projected needs. Cloud
services are an operational expense, so enterprises
must also have the appetite to accommodate that as
a standard cost of doing business.”
A BETTER UNDERSTANDING
Jenny Mohanlall, CIO at T-Systems, suggests the
reality is that the IT space is constantly evolving
and digitalisation is simply more of the same, only
happening at a faster pace than past changes.
She believes the introduction of cloud, and
the cost reductions it offers in terms of operating
and infrastructure costs, have pushed CIOs into a
position where they have to make critical decisions
much faster. However, she adds, this doesn’t
necessarily mean they make the right choices.
“We need to encourage CIOs to become more
aware of digitalisation, in the sense that it’s not
actually something new, but is rather the latest
iteration of constantly evolving technology. Such
awareness should lead to them developing a clearer
understanding of the bigger picture.
“If CIOs have a properly defined architecture and
infrastructure diagram, they won’t only know what
the current state is of their existing architecture,
but as they digitise, they will have a clear picture of
what’s replaceable.”
NATURAL EVOLUTION
Len de Villiers, chairman of the CIO Council of
South Africa, suggests that the very essence of
technology deployment has always been premised
on transforming business systems and processes
to benefit the way in which the organisation works
end-to-end.
“The rapid development and explosion of
the technology around the internet itself has
exacerbated the need for organisations to re-think all
their ways of doing business inside and outside the
core functions.

“MOST CIOS FAIL,
DUE TO POLITICS AND
INFIGHTING BETWEEN
C SUITE EXECUTIVES
OVER WHAT SYSTEMS TO
BUY AND WHAT SUPPLIERS
TO CHOOSE AND HOW
THE SYSTEMS SHOULD BE
IMPLEMENTED.”

Mmakgosi Mosupi,
Dark Fibre Africa

Len de Villiers, CIO Council of South Africa

“The internet has, in effect, allowed all
businesses to implement new technology faster
and faster, while the developers of systems and
services have produced massive off-the-shelf
opportunities for firms to adopt,” he says.
Companies are anxious to catch this bus,
continues De Villiers, but aren’t always sure
how and what to do. The CIO mandate and
responsibility in organisations is to transform the
firm at all levels to being digitally enabled and
automated.
“Therefore, CEOs need to trust their CIOs and
let them do the job they were hired for. Most CIOs
fail, due to politics and infighting between C Suite
executives over what systems to buy and what
suppliers to choose and how the systems should
be implemented,” he adds.
The rapid evolution technology is going through
is also bringing to the fore new options that the
CIO will need to account for, like automation,
machine learning and advanced analytics.
“These technologies hold immense benefits for
the entire business,” says Mosupi. “Owing to this,
I would say that the biggest benefit for the CIO is
that IT is no longer being seen as merely a support
function, but rather a key enabler for business
and innovation. Of course, these technologies
also support the IT department’s ability to present
solutions to the business.
“They can streamline business functions and
enable faster decision-making, contributing to
the desired business outcomes and customer
experience. The CIO will likely get support
more readily from the rest of the business in
implementing new technologies, because of
the business results that these technologies will
potentially deliver.”

Ultimately, states Mohanlall, digitalisation should
not be viewed as disruption – rather, it should be
seen as a digital journey.
“If you think about it, it’s a journey the CIO has
been on for a long time, and although the ride is
clearly speeding up, it’s not actually a new thing.
What’s important is that the CIO is willing to take
the journey, while keeping a firm hand on the
wheel,” she concludes.

A little advice
Len de Villiers advises CIOs to engage with their CEOs with a strategic plan in hand
for the business, one that includes the overall end-to-end enterprise architecture and
building blocks needed to enable the transformation journey.
“Don’t allow the business – in the form of the other C level executives – to dictate the
architecture. They don’t know how and they won’t have the courage to put their hands
up when it goes wrong. In this case, the CIO will find out very quickly that they stand
alone and isolated,” he says.
“Instead, engage the business continuously on business requirements, business
priorities and manage expectations all the time. Don’t make promises you can’t keep
and, above all else, stand firm.”
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IS LOCAL REALLY SO LEKKER?
From banking to taxis and retailing, disruptors are gobbling the lunches of their
competitors and are using technology to do it. How is the local market responding?

BY CIARAN RYAN | PHOTO: MIKE TURNER

T

raditional businesses such as taxis, banks
and retailers have been upended by the
likes of Uber, Takealot and Amazon.
Netflix killed the video stores, Uber changed
the way we hail a cab, and Amazon forced
bricks-and-mortar retailers to not only shut down
stores, but to compete on price and shipping.
And what is banking but an elaborate piece
of software, sometimes with some branches
and ATM machines. Online-only banks are fast
becoming a ‘thing’ in the US, as Ally, Discover and
Bank of Internet now offer better interest rates
than their legacy competitors.
What stops them taking over the world?
Capital, the same as any business. Dawie
Roodt, chief economist at The Efficiency Group,
argues that traditional banks are headed for the
graveyard as banking software becomes more
freely available and cryptocurrencies make
transactions speedier and safer.
Sure, technology was the enabler of these
disruptors, but this isn’t the whole story.
Looking closer to home, one industry that’s
barely recognisable from five years ago is the
taxi industry, turned upside down by the entry
of e-hailing service Uber in 2013. It has since
been joined by Taxify and Zebra Cabs. All three
offer e-hailing via smartphones, with substantial
advantages over conventional metred taxis:
prices are lower, fares are known in advance and
can be paid by card (or cash in the case of Taxify).
Uber is without doubt the main disruptor, with
close to one million active riders and more than
12 000 drivers locally. That’s a huge dent in the
conventional taxi industry’s business, and one
that hasn’t passed without incident.
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The metred taxi industry’s time is running out.
Some of its operators have resorted to violence
and intimidation to protect their turf, claiming
app-based taxi drivers are operating without the
same licensing conditions as applied to them.
There have now been more than 300
incidents of violence against Uber drivers,
including at least one murder, yet nothing, it
seems, will stop the rise of the great disruptor.
Revenue has now surpassed R1.6 billion a year
and will likely top R2 billion this year.
WIDER MARKET
Taxify is a more recent startup, originated in
Estonia and launched in South Africa in 2016. It
is slightly cheaper than Uber on certain routes,
but is only available in the larger cities and has
far fewer drivers. One major advantage over its
competitors is the ability to register without a
credit card and pay in cash – opening up a far
wider market.
Zebra Cabs operates a somewhat different
business model. It’s owned by SA Taxi, which
is, in turn owned by JSE-listed Transaction
Capital. It operates metred taxis, and plans
to expand its fleet to 3 000 vehicles by 2020,
according to Transaction Capital CEO David
Hurwitz. Zebra Cabs assist drivers in attracting
passengers through its call centres and inhouse corporate sales department. But it also
provides a company app, while allowing drivers
to load Uber and other apps onto their phones.
Hurwitz also points out that the penetration of
taxis in South Africa is roughly one-tenth that of
London, which has ten taxis per 1 000 people –
leaving plenty room for growth.

Tshepo Seeletso, Lifti

MXIT HAD SCALABILITY ISSUES
THAT HAD LONG BEEN SOLVED
BY COMPETITORS SUCH AS
WHATSAPP, FACEBOOK MESSENGER
AND SKYPE.

Another potential disruptor to watch out for
is Lifti, founded by local entrepreneur Tshepo
Seeletso. Lifti is a peer-to-peer app-based
lift club that matches drivers and passengers
travelling in the same direction at the same
time. “The idea behind Lifti is to allow drivers
to share fuel costs with passengers going in
the same direction at the same time,” says
Seeletso. Lifti has partnered with Hyphen
for full security and background checks
on all user profiles within 120 seconds of
signing up, using blockchain technology for
verification. Drivers can select who they want
to share their rides with – for example, female
drivers may prefer only female passengers.
The concept is already gaining attention from
large corporations such as Old Mutual, which
plans to introduce it to its Cape Town head
office staff.
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Uber is likely to remain the dominant
e-hailing taxi service given its established
community of drivers and riders, and its entry
into associated fields such as Uber Eats and
package deliveries – an obvious diversification
given its now established network across
the country. Taxify has the disadvantage of
relatively late entry to the market, but its
option to pay with cash opens up a potentially
vast market in a country like South Africa
where millions of people do not have bank
cards. Zebra Cabs has the benefit of strong
branding and financial backing, though it
has some work to do to distance itself from
the more expensive and sluggish metres taxi
business.
E-TAIL
Another area of disruption is visible in the
online shopping space, with Takealot and
Bidorbuy slugging it out for a share of this
burgeoning market. This local slug-fest is
somewhat reminiscent of the Amazon versus
eBay battle, albeit on a much smaller scale.
Takealot comes with some heavyweight
financial backing, having received close to R1
billion from Naspers last year, following an
earlier investment from Tiger Global. Bidorbuy
has a longer presence in the online market, but
Takealot is now the larger of the two retailers
following its merger with Kalahari in 2014. It
also includes Mr D Food, South Africa’s largest
food delivery service, Mr D Courier service and
Superbalist.com, an online fashion retailer. Uber
Eats and Mr D Food are going head-to-head in
the food delivery market, though sales figures
are not available, making it difficult to draw a
comparison.
In a recent announcement, Takealot’s CEO
Kim Reid says the Naspers investment will
allow it to strengthen its position in the online
retail space, though it’s widely acknowledged
the company is burning cash as it continues
its aggressive expansion. Bidorbuy operates
an auction sales model with lower fees than

Takealot, and maintains customer interest by
offering specialised products at very low auction
prices.
BUILT TO SCALE
The potential is there for these businesses to
expand into Africa, like Uber is already doing
in Kenya, Nigeria, Uganda, Egypt, Ghana and
Morocco. Taxify is also present in four African
countries: South Africa, Kenya, Ghana and
Tanzania. Likewise, Takealot and Bidorbuy are
slowly expanding north of the Limpopo.
The African and Middle Eastern e-commerce
market is growing at 11.3% a year, says Stats SA,
with revenue expected to touch $18 850 million
in 2018, rising to a projected $29 billion in 2022.
With average revenue per user currently at
$266, and rising, the displacement of traditional
commercial channels is expected to accelerate
from here.
One other worthy name in the disruptors’
hall of fame is Mxit, a Stellenbosch-born instant
messaging service that closed down in 2015 after
building up a peak user base of 50 million in 2012.
It attracted heavyweight investor interest from
the likes of Naspers and Alan Knott-Craig Junior,
but eventually came unstuck as market dynamics
ran away from it. Mxit had scalability issues that
had long been solved by competitors such as
WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger and Skype.
LESSONS TO LEARN
What are we to learn from all this? Firstly, have
deep pockets and investors who are in it for the
long game. Uber is a long way from making a
profit, preferring to expand its global presence
to capture that all-important first-to-market
advantage. Having a compelling business model
is just as important. Uber, Taxify and Zebra Cabs
each offer something the traditional taxis don’t in
terms of convenience, price and payment options.
Then, of course, there’s the need for capital. The
ability to scale the business – as Takealot is now
doing – is another critical component of success,
but this costs money, and lots of it.
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BROUGHT TO YOU BY

DATA AND BUSINESS: THE STATE
OF PLAY
What are companies doing to create good data culture and practices?
BY JAMES FRANCIS | PHOTO: KAROLINA KOMENDERA

D

riven by numerous use cases, powerful
cloud-based architecture and business
demands, data’s vital role in the enterprise is an
undoubted reality today. But while addressing
data’s needs has opened many doors for
companies, it has also created many challenges.
Technology and data executives joined the
Transformer roundtable, hosted in association
with Edge Datawave and Talend, to ponder
today’s data landscape.
DATA AND THE BUSINESS
Data continues to be misunderstood by large
parts of the business. Even though the concept
has moved on, blue sky hopes of ‘big data’ still
linger, says Myles Rennie, director of big data and
analytics, Barclays Africa. “One of the challenges
in the enterprise space is the expectation that
somehow a big data platform or stack solves
the silo problem. But it doesn’t. Due to a lack of
deep understanding, there’s an expectation that
technology will solve design or process issues.
That’s unrealistic. The reality is you still have to
design and execute properly to benefit from big
data stacks,” he says.
Data silos remain persistent, but this changes
depending on the business unit, says Mouton
Lotter, Internet Solutions’ CIO. “Some units will
always take their data and that’s what they need.
But then you have group level units that will try
to use the data across the business to provide,
for instance, a single customer view, which isn’t
always the easiest thing to do.”
Such goals can be hampered by silos, because
it’s tougher to enforce a common standard, he
explains. In fact, the general culture of a company
can inadvertently reinforce data silos.
Louise Steenekamp, Aspen Pharma’s head of
IT: SA Commercial, says data culture sometimes
reinforce old silo behaviours. “Because people
are focusing only on their own world, they aren’t
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seeing the big picture. Invariably, you find
people who’ve been working together for ten
or 15 years and don’t know what each other’s
role is. This results in them creating bigger silos,
because they’re not playing together.”
TAKING IT OFF IT’S HANDS?
But this is perhaps a consequence of dealing
with a more significant challenge, getting
other parts of the business to take ownership
of relevant data. If data cultures are to flourish,
it’s crucial to move a lot of that weight from IT
departments, which traditionally issue reports
on request from other departments.
Johanna Malan, VP of enterprise information
management and information security at
Sasol, explains how that enterprise is hoping
to promote such a new data culture. “We just
completed a digital strategy, which along with
appointing a digital officer, has a mandate to
focus on micro-battles. This mandate is to
establish a data capability for Sasol.”
After establishing the necessary infrastructure,
the value question came up. “What we’re starting
to find from a business perspective, because
we’re in agile mode, is that IT is a resource hub,”
says Malan. “We provide the resources to the
product owner and the owner sees the value.
They drive what they want to see and they start
owning it. They’re building their own data object
layer, product layer, and business views, with the
techies reporting directly to them. We have a
few sprints running now, but we don’t deliver a
thing from IT, we don’t do any reporting.”
Steenekamp points to another strategy that
helps create a better sense of data ownership
among business units – supporting shadow IT.
“It does help having those resources and that
skill pool. I think we’ve got over ourselves in
terms of wanting to control everything,” she
says.

Dave Coleman,
Experian

Barry Hatfield,
Dimension Data

Brandon Shaban,
Oracle

Steve Naude,
Altech Netstar

But there are still barriers. Sometimes people
simply resist that extra level of autonomy,
cautions Oracle South Africa’s executive of cloud
analytics and big data, Brandon Shaban.
“People are sometimes reluctant to implement
a technology stack, because they still want the
personal interventions. Also, they sometimes
don’t use the technology they’ve implemented
and been trained on to its full potential. They still
want manual intervention,” he says.
THE DATA OFFICERS
As companies mature around data, the need for
more specific roles around this commodity are
becoming necessary. This helps increase the focus
on data while also taking more pressure off IT,
which traditionally was given data’s responsibility
as a proxy to technology.

“What are you doing with the data? How do
you facilitate the ownership as people start asking
relevant business questions that need to be
answered with the data?” asks David Coleman,
chief data officer at Experien.
Rand Merchant Bank extended the relevant
expertise to fit into different parts of the business,
says its international head of technology, Ruan
Wannenburg. “We created a team of data stewards
that sit in each business unit. Anyone can log a
call with a data steward, who can then drive a
resolution. This works very well.”
Cloud has been instrumental for making data
work at a new level in organisations, particularly
for analytics.
“For me personally, one of the big advantages is
that the cloud providers have all these plug-andplay tools, services and components,” says Vivian
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Louise Steenekamp,
Aspen Pharmacare

Jojanna Malan,
Sasol

Mouton Lotter,
Internet Solutions

“ONE OF THE CHALLENGES
IN THE ENTERPRISE SPACE
IS THE EXPECTATION THAT
SOMEHOW A BIG DATA
PLATFORM OR STACK
SOLVES THE SILO PROBLEM.
BUT IT DOESN’T.”
Myles Rennie, Barclays Africa

Taylor, head of BI at Hollard. “Whatever you need,
it’s all there. From an analytics perspective, it
gives us this ability without creating architecture
complexity.”
REAL BUSINESS VALUE
Cloud makes it easier to combine tools, he adds,
which is where the real business value starts
appearing. Doing the same with on-premise
systems becomes an architecture nightmare.
Yet while cloud has alleviated this burden, it
does create new significant challenges. “Data
has become tricky. Building an analytics engine
becomes more complex because you have to build

in how to manage what data goes to the cloud.
“You can’t send it all. There are costs and other
concerns. It makes it a bit more complex,” says
Taylor.
Nonetheless, cloud’s ability to handle those large
volumes can be very liberating, says Steve Naude,
head of data at Altech Netstar. “We’ve got a lot of
data and from a scalability point of view, we keep it
in the cloud. It goes straight in there.”
He echoes Taylor’s point that the development
tools in the cloud are very useful, as it makes
testing much simpler. Even though cloud brings its
own complexities, it undeniably delivers a supreme
advantage.
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UNLOCKING
THE VALUE OF
UNSTRUCTURED
DATA
The cloud may have transformed how data is
handled, but the waters around its potential
remain murky and unplumbed.

I

DG predicts that by 2025 there will be a rather
astonishing 163 zettabytes of data in the world and an
article by IBM references estimates that around 80% of this
data will be unstructured. This is the data that doesn’t sit
within set formats, that comes in a multitude of shapes and
forms, and that tumbles forth from documents, digital
images, videos, audio, sensors and so much more. Within
this morass of ones and zeroes lies insights and analyses
that can potentially change businesses and save costs.
“The demand and hunger for data is exponential,” says
Brian Perrins, emerging markets sales manager, Talend.
“However, IT needs to adapt, to move with the speed
of business to truly benefit from the value that data has
to offer. The success and the adoption of the cloud is
undisputed and utility computing is becoming the norm,
but you can’t buck the trend. There’s an opportunity to
evolve alongside these trends to harness the benefits of
being a data-driven organisation.”
For Perrins, the marriage between cloud and data hasn’t
been delivering the results that the business units need
to develop to be competitive or simply to just survive.
Typically IT hasn’t yet managed to deliver the architectures
to manage new data types, such as unstructured, that are
now becoming business-, mission- and life-critical. The
demands for real-time or high-velocity data require new
agile IT infrastructures.
“It’s a challenge to meet the demand of delivering
internal and external data to the business, real-time or near
real-time,” says Perrins. “Operationally, an understanding of
the benefits of cloud-data may still be unknown. Globally,
however, the way the IT industry is, value is being ignited

www.takend.com

Left: Herman Badenhorst,
DataWave
Right: Brian D Perrins,
Talend

by the adoption of new technologies and the business
ideas it creates. In MEA few organisations have moved
into the new agile IT environments, because often it isn’t
available.”
In South Africa, the latter sentiment is true. Technically
and commercially it’s hard to realise the benefits of cloud
solutions, as the big names like Azure, AWS and, to a degree
Google, aren’t yet locally delivered. This is set to change
as we see more Infrastructure as a Service, Platform as
a Service and eventually Software as a Service solutions
in-country, says Perrins. “We’re only at the beginning of the
journey and only just beginning to realise the value data
holds. Ultimately, to truly eke out the value from data at
the scale that the business demands, IT has to deliver the
technology.”
The data evolution hasn’t done much to reduce the IT
burden either. Keeping the lights on remains a priority as
survival is, ultimately, the short term goal. But IT has to be
strategic and be a business driver.
“The skills and tools required to harness the new value of
data are across all business units, not just IT,” says Perrins.
“It all comes down to how bold and brave you and your
organisation are. Are you prepared to accept the trend of
a serverless environment and think what IT will look like in
five years? How will it affect people, skills and resources?
Apart from having the correct data-centric architectures,
the only limitation today is the organisation’s imagination,
creativity and the ability to execute.”

www.edgedatawave.com
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Vivian Taylor,
Hollard

Ruan Wannenburg,
Rand Merchant Bank

Myles Rennie,
Barclays Africa

This brings the topic full circle – parts of the
business hear about the promise of the cloud,
expecting that it, combined with data, will
create miracles.
To those companies still looking at making
the migration, Barclays Africa’s chief data officer
Suren Govender offers some sage advice:
“Sitting on the business end, the buying end,
of these services, you probably want to mature
your estate to the maximum level you can,
before you treat this not as a re-platforming,
but a lift-and-drop. The reasons behind this
are often about cost. The rate at which we’re
maturing our estates is way slower than
Microsoft or AWS are maturing their services.
But at the point when I need that functionality
to be lift-and-drop, the real value I get is
accelerating exponentially. So everything has to
be ready for that, especially your employees.”

Suren Govender,
Barclays Africa

This may be one of IT’s main purposes around
data, says Barry Hatfield, Dimension Data EMEA’s
chief digital officer. “It’s awesome to be able to let
the business figure out what it is they want to do
with data by enabling them. The flipside is there are
so many ways to look at the set of data, that you
run the risk of two people arguing over whose data
is right when they’re actually looking at the same
data.
“However, if you can put in systems to referee
this in a curated zone, to help get everyone on
the same page, that’s when the magic happens,”
Hatfield concludes.
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HOW THE CIO CAN DEAL
WITH DISRUPTION
CIOs can’t – and shouldn’t – be the ones addressing
disruption. But we can start the conversations that will.
BY SHOAIB NATHIE, GROUP CIO, IDWALA INDUSTRIAL HOLDINGS | PHOTO: KAROLINA KOMENDERA

T

he real challenge today in business is not
disruption, but ‘busyness’. Much like the
famous white rabbit, we spend a lot of time being
very busy under the firm belief that if we stop it
will all come apart. There’s a less glamorous way
to define this: businesses caught in the cycle of
busyness are simply living for another day. They
keep their heads down and survive.
No wonder disruption has become a serious
threat. Whether it’s a left-of-field startup doing
things radically differently or a competitor
discovering amazing advantages through new
systems, the pattern is the same: disruption
can’t happen without an organisation that isn’t
responding to its changing environment. When
executives are too busy to pay heed to change, it’s
only a matter of time before they’re on the back
foot in a race they can no longer win.
The dialogue has been evolving. Disruption
was once considered almost entirely the CIO’s
problem, due to technology being the catalyst
for modern disruptive change. Yet it’s not even
the CIO’s job to manage the expectations in an
organisation around the concept of disruption.
Disruption’s impact can’t be appreciated and met
unless other parts of the business challenge their
own stories. It may be up to the CIO and our peers
to provide many of the capabilities to handle
disruption, but not to articulate what’s needed.
Foresight is essential to avoid the myopia of
early stage disruption, requiring incumbents to
challenge long-standing beliefs about how to
make money in a given industry. But all too often
executives, paralysed in the uncertain early stages
of disruption, fail to respond. They fall victim to
the innovator’s dilemma: ignoring weak signals for
change, afraid their core business will be affected
or they’ll undermine their competitive advantage.
CULTURAL SHIFT
Only a change of culture can address this, which
is why the digital agenda is a function of the CEO.
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Digital only works if everyone in the business takes
ownership of it. This shift in mindset should be
the role of an effective CEO, challenging the Board
and Exco teams to constantly be rethinking the
company’s strategy.
This is easier said than done. Unfortunately,
most organisations are being led by older people.
This is the generational dilemma in a lot of
the more traditional industries. Baby boomers
right through to millennials are now working in
the same organisation and the thinking is very
different. Often the board or the CEO doesn’t
understand the concept of disruption. Perhaps due
to the way the business is financed, the focus of
the business is elsewhere in terms of how the CEO
is measured.
As CIOs, we have little sway over those
elements. But we have influence. It is critical to
constantly challenge core beliefs and dominant
assumptions. I don’t see my role as purely the
custodian of running an IT environment. I see
IT as a source of strategy – and strategy doesn’t
necessarily have to be bleeding-edge technology.
For example, I will attend the sales conferences in
my company and observe what the salespeople
are saying. I will then reflect on these and have
follow-up meetings to validate what I had
observed at the conference for correctness.
‘Busyness’ comes from the fear that rocking
the boat is more threatening than the waves
coming towards it. As CIOs, we can counter the
thinking that reinforces fear of change. My greatest
frustrations often come from myopic mindsets in
the business, straining to maintain the status quo.
But my greatest successes result from observing,
listening, liaising and collaborating. That is how
CIOs can help deal with disruption.

